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Abstract This paper presents a parallel adaptive mesh

control procedure designed to operate with high-order

finite element analysis packages to enable large scale

automated simulations on massively parallel comput-

ers. The curved mesh adaptation procedure uses curved

entity mesh modification operations that explicitly con-

sider the influence of the curved mesh entities on el-

ement shape. Applications of the curved mesh adap-

tation procedure have been developed to support the

parallel automated adaptive accelerator simulations at

SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.
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1 Introduction

High-order finite element methods have the advantage

of achieving exponential rates of convergence to prob-

lems of interest [33]. In order to fully realize the bene-

fits of the methods in the simulation on general 3D do-

mains with curved boundary geometry, techniques must
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be developed to construct valid meshes with properly

curved elements that approximate the curved domain

geometry to the correct order. For simulations that re-

quire the numerical solutions to have extremely high

accuracy, high mesh resolution is required in critical re-

gions. Even when taking advantage of the benefits of

adaptively refined meshes, element counts in the mil-

lions are common. Such meshes can only be created

and analyzed using large scale parallel computing sys-

tems, which requires effective parallel mesh generation

and adaptation techniques [4].

The majority of the efforts on mesh generation and

adaptation have been focused on dealing with conven-

tional meshes with all straight-sided elements. To date

there has been limited effort devoted to studying mesh

generation and adaptation techniques for fully unstruc-

tured curved meshes [6,10,11,28]. The work presented

in this paper tackles the challenges of developing effec-

tive adaptive mesh control procedures for distributed

curved meshes to support large scale parallel simula-

tions using high-order finite elements. The paper is or-

ganized as follows. Section 2 presents a general ele-

ment shape measure that is generally applicable to both

straight-sided and curved elements. Based on the shape

measure, two validity check algorithms for detecting in-

valid curved elements are presented in Section 3. Sec-

tion 4 presents a set of local mesh modification oper-

ations that are used by the curved mesh adaptation

procedure. Section 5 outlines the parallel execution of

curved mesh adaptation and presents an adaptive simu-

lation loop which utilizes the developed parallel curved

mesh adaptation procedures. Application examples are

presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the adap-

tive loop are given in Section 6.

The nomenclature used in this paper is defined as

follows:
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Ωυ Domain of interest, υ = G,M where

G denotes the geometric model and M

denotes the mesh model

∂Ωυ Boundary of the domain Ωυ
Gdi ith geometric model entity of dimension

d.

Md
i ith mesh entity of dimension d. d =

0, 1, 2, 3 and represents mesh vertex,

edge, face and region respectively.

@ Classification symbol used to indicate

the association of one or more entities

from the mesh model M with the geo-

metric model G.

Md Unordered group of mesh topological

entities of dimension d.

Mdi
i {Md

j } First order adjacency sets of individual

mesh entity Mdi
i defined as the set of

mesh entities of dimension dj adjacent

to mesh entity Mdi
i .

P
(n)
i (Md

j ) the ith control point of a nth order

Bézier polynomial associated with the

mesh entity Md
j .

X(n)(M3
j ) the nth order Bézier polynomial repre-

sentation of a general tetrahedron.

2 A General Element Shape Quality Measure

There has been substantial effort in developing mesh

quality measures for straight-sided simplex meshes. Knupp

defines a mesh quality metric as a scalar function that

measures certain geometric property of that given el-

ement [12]. In the case of a straight-sided tetrahedral

element, the geometric shape is uniquely determined by

the positions of the four vertices. It is straight-forward

to calculate various geometric quantities to evaluate the

shape of the element, such as edge length, solid an-

gle. Several commonly used straight-sided mesh entity

shape measures are reviewed in the references [14,15,

20]. Ciarlet [3] and Shewchuk [32] have discussed ele-

ment quality measures focusing on interpolation errors.

Knupp [13] introduces the application-specific algebraic

mesh quality metrics that contain an user defined refer-

ence that maps local geometric quality to quality char-

acteristics that are relevant to specific application prob-

lems.

On the other hand There has been little consid-

eration given to shape measures for curved elements

largely due to the complexities involved in calculating

the geometric quantities such as length of a curved edge,

area of a curved surface or volume of a curved region.

One shape measure for curved tetrahedron evaluates

the shape of a curved mesh entity by calculating the

scaled variations of the determinant of Jacobian over

the element domain [6,11,23,28]. The shape measure is

defined as:

qc =
minξ∈Ωe det(J(ξ))

maxξ∈Ωe det(J(ξ))
(1)

This measure gives important information about how

distorted the tetrahedron is with reference to the curv-

ing of mesh edges and faces. However it does not take

into account the shape of the underlying straight-sided

frame of the curved element. For straight-sided ele-

ments, this shape measure qc always reports the opti-

mal value: 1, regardless of whether the element is highly

anisotropic and/or close to being degenerated. There-

fore, qc can not serve as a general shape measure for

curved elements.

A general shape measure that overcomes the afore-

mentioned issue can be constructed using a multiplica-

tive element shape measure that combines a straight-

sided entity shape measure and a curved mesh entity

shape measure as follows:

Qsc = qs × qc (2)

where qs is a selected normalized shape measure for

straight-sided elements [15,20] and qc for curved ele-

ments.

In the case of a straight-sided element where qc = 1,

Qsc = qs measures the element shape. For a curved el-

ement, qc contributes to Qsc along with the straight-

sided shape qs. This general shape measure is adopted

to serve as the basis to support the curved mesh mod-

ification operations and the mesh quality improvement

stages of the curved mesh adaptation algorithm pre-

sented in Section 5.4.

3 Curved Mesh Validity Checks

A valid curved mesh is essential to the successful execu-

tion of high-order finite element simulations. To verify a

valid curved tetrahedral element independent of the nu-

merical integration scheme being used, it is necessary

to ensure the determinant of the Jacobian is positive

throughout the domain of the element. One effective

method to address this evaluation is to evaluate a lower

bound for the determinant of Jacobian.

By applying the Bézier polynomial based entity rep-

resentation to a high-order curved tetrahedron, the de-

terminant of the Jacobian det(J) can be represented as

a scalar Bézier polynomial of order 3(p−1) defined over

the element domain, where p is the order of the vector

Bézier polynomial representing the element. According

to the convex hull property [7] the det(J) is bounded
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by the maximum and minimum values evaluated at the

control points of the order 3(p− 1) Bézier polynomial.

In the case of a quadratic tetrahedral element, the fol-

lowing inequality holds:

min{P (3)
|i| } ≤ det(J) ≤ max{P (3)

|i| } (3)

where P
(3)
|i| represents the scalar value at the ith

control point. Naturally, a sufficient condition to ensure

positive determinant of Jacobian for a pth order curved

tetrahedron is that the minimum value of all control

points min{P (3(p−1))
|i| } is positive. More specifically for

a quadratic tetrahedron: min{P (3)
|i| } > 0

The uniform validity check algorithm [23] is based

on the above condition by checking all the control points

of the Bézier polynomial of det(J). In the case of a

quadratic tetrahedral element, the total number of con-

trol points is 20. This algorithm is computationally

efficient and is independent of the numerical integra-

tion schemes. However, since it uses a sufficient condi-

tion that’s based on the lower bound of det(J) in the

Bézier form, there can be overly-conservative in situa-

tions where the lower bound is not tight. In such cases,

the actual value of min{det(J)} could be positive over

the element domain whereas min{P (3)
|i| } is negative and

leads to false negative report by the uniform validity

check.

Although the uniform validity check is sometimes

overly-conservative, it is nevertheless an effective method

to determine the candidate mesh entities with which

the potential invalidity is associated. Given a negative

lower bound at a specific control point it is possible

to identify which curved mesh entities are causing the

bound to be negative. Specifically, if the control point is

associated with a mesh vertex M0, the edges connected

to the vertex are the candidate entities M0{M1}. If

the control point is associated with a mesh edge M1,

that particular edge M1 is the candidate entity. If the

control point is associated with a mesh face M2, the

edges that bound the face are candidates M2{M1} [23].

Once the candidate mesh entities are identified, one of

the approximation improvement methods is applied to

obtain tighter bounds for det(J) to ultimately deter-

mine if there is a negative Jacobian at some point in

the element.

3.1 Adaptive Validity Check By Degree Elevation

The degree elevation algorithm [30] increases the total

number of control points of a Bézier polynomial by ele-

vating the polynomial degree, making the control poly-

gon converge to the actual polynomial as the number

Fig. 1 Convergence of Degree Elevation [30]

of control points approaches infinity [7]. It can be ap-

plied to the key entities to refine its control polygon of

its Bézier representation to give a tighter lower bound.

For example, if min{P 3(p−1)
|i| } < 0 is reported at an

edge control point, the degree elevation check will ele-

vate the degree of the polynomial representing that edge

based on all the control points associated with it. For

a quadratic curved element, the original representation

of det(J) is a 3rd-order Bézier polynomial, therefore 4

control points are associated with an edge, denoted by

P
(3)
|3000|, P

(3)
|2001|, .P

(3)
|1002|, P

(3)
|0003|. The control points after

one step of degree elevation from order 3 to order 4 can

be calculated by [7]:

P
(4)
|4000| = P

(3)
|3000|

P
(4)
|0004| = P

(3)
|0003|

P
(4)
|3001| = 1

4P
(3)
|3000| +

3
4P

(3)
|2001|

P
(4)
|1003| = 3

4P
(3)
|1002| +

1
4P

(3)
|0003|

P
(4)
|2002| = 1

2P
(3)
|2001| +

1
2P

(3)
|1002| (4)

This can be generalized to obtain control points of

any degree n elevated from degree n − 1. As the poly-

nomial degree gets elevated step by step, the number

of control points increases and the control polygon be-

comes closer to the actual curve, and therefore gives

tighter lower and upper bounds. According to [25,29],

the authors showed that the convergence rate is O( 1
ν ),

where ν is the polynomial order. Fig 1 illustrates the

convergence process of degree elevation to a 2D Bézier

curve [30].

3.2 Adaptive Validity Check By Subdivision

In addition to the degree elevation algorithm, the poly-

nomial subdivision algorithm [30] also yields more con-

trol points and tighter control polygon for a Bézier poly-

nomial. Thus it can also be applied to the key entities

to improve the lower bound [21]. Take an edge as the
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Fig. 2 Convergence of polynomial subdivision [30]

example entity again, one step of the subdivision algo-

rithm divides the original 3rd-order Bézier polynomial

associated with the edge into two 3rd-order polynomials

by applying the de Casteljau algorithm [7] as follows:

P 1
0 = 1

2P
(3)
|3000| +

1
2P

(3)
|2001|, P

2
0 = 1

2P
1
0 + 1

2P
1
1

P 1
1 = 1

2P
(3)
|2001| +

1
2P

(3)
|1002|, P

2
1 = 1

2P
1
1 + 1

2P
1
2

P 1
2 = 1

2P
(3)
|1002| +

1
2P

(3)
|0003|, P

3
0 = 1

2P
2
0 + 1

2P
2
1 (5)

The new sets of Control points for the two poly-

nomials are then: {P (3)
|3000|, P

1
0 , P 2

0 , P 3
0 } and {P 3

0 , P 2
1 ,

P 1
2 , P

(3)
|0003|}. Note that P 1

1 is not used as a new control

point. A recent paper by George et al also discusses this

method [10].

It is straight-forward to obtain more control points

if one keeps doing subdivision recursively. And it is ob-

vious that the control polygon gets closer to the polyno-

mial itself as the subdivision steps continue. According

to [25,29], the control polygon converges to the curve

with the rate of convergence O( 1
2i ), where i is the num-

ber of subdivision steps. Fig 2 gives an example of a

2D Bézier curve and its control polygons after several

steps of subdivision [30].

3.3 Stopping Criteria for the Adaptive Validity Checks

After applying either of the adaptive validity check al-

gorithms, if min{P (n)
|i| } is found to be positive, the el-

ement is valid. On the other hand, the element is in-

valid if negative min{P (n)
|i| } is found at any control point

that is interpolating the value of det(J). In both cases,

the algorithm will stop accordingly. However if nega-

tive min{P (n)
|i| } appears at a non-interpolating control

point while positive values are found at all interpolating

control points during finite steps, it is necessary to ter-

minate the algorithm to avoid infinite loops of checking

and refinement. The stopping criterion used is to eval-

uate the increment of the lower bound ∆min{P (n)
|i| }

after each step. If negative min{P (n)
|i| } is still reported

after ∆min{P (n)
|i| } < ε, where ε is a prescribed toler-

ance, then the element is regarded as invalid and the

algorithm stops at the current step. See Algorithm 1.

Data: A quadratic curved tetrahedral element,
prescribed tolerance for relative increments ε

1 compute min{P (n)
|i| } ;

2 if min{P (n)
|i| } > 0 then

3 return: the element is VALID ;
4 else

5 if negative min{P (n)
|i| } at interpolating point then

6 return: VALID ;
7 else
8 while relative increment > ε do
9 get the mesh entity associated with the

negative control point ;
10 apply subdivision to the mesh entity ;

11 update the new min{P (n)
|i| } ;

12 if min{P (n)
|i| } > 0 then

13 return: VALID ;
14 else

15 if new negative min{P (n)
|i| } at

interpolating point then
16 return: INVALID ;
17 else
18 compute the relative increment ;
19 if relative increment < ε then
20 return: INVALID ;
21 else
22 update with new relative

increment ;

23 end

24 end

25 end

26 end

27 end

28 end

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for the termination of

the adaptive subdivision validity check method

It is worth noting that the subdivision algorithm

gives more interpolation points in addition to the vertex

control points. This property could serve as an addition

to the stopping criterion. If any of the newly-computed

interpolating control points after a subdivision step has

negative value, it indicates that det(J) at this point is

negative and the adaptive check stops and reports the

element as invalid.

3.4 Numerical Results and Some Observations

A mesh with 4 partitions of around 45k tetrahedral ele-

ments including quadratic curved tetrahedral elements

are used and numerical experiments are carried out to

study the 4 worst-shaped regions of the 4 parts (one

on each part) reported by the uniform validity check

method. In each case, a brute-force search was used to

find the exact value of det(J) at a large number of sam-

ple points, and min{det(J)} was found in order to com-
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pare the results with the adaptive checks. For the ones

with min{P (3)
|i| } found at an edge, the adaptive checks

using degree elevation and subdivision algorithms were

applied respectively. Results are given in Table 1.

In all four cases, min{P (3)
|i| } appeared at the control

point associated with either a mesh vertex or a mesh

edge denoted as key entity. In each case, the key entity

(vertex or edge) determined by min{P (3)
|i| } of the uni-

form validity check was consistent with the key entity

found by the brute-force search of min{det(J)}. This

shows the effectiveness of the uniform validity check to

determine key entities.

In the second case that min{det(J)} was found at a

mesh vertex by brute-force search, the min{P (3)
|i| } had

the exact same value at the control point of the vertex

as min{det(J)}. This is because the control points at

the vertices are interpolation points. Therefore when

the invalidity (min{det(J)} ≤ 0) happens at a vertex,

the uniform validity check method is able to accurately

detect it, and is not conservative in those cases.

In the first, third and fourth cases that min{det(J)}
were at a mesh edge and were all positive, min{P (3)

|i| }
gave conservative lower bounds with negative values.

The adaptive validity checks were called to iteratively

refine the control polygons and tighten the lower bounds.

The stopping criterion was set to stop the refinement

after the step in which all positive valued control points

were obtained.1 In the third and fourth cases, only one

step of refinement (degree elevation or subdivision) was

needed to obtain all positive control points (i.e. positive

min{det(J)}). However, in the first case, four steps of

degree elevation were needed to raise the polynomial

representation to 7th-order to get all positive control

points. In this same case, only one step of subdivision

was needed to get all positive control points. One could

also observe that in these three cases, after one step

of refinement, subdivision always gave a tighter lower

bound than what degree elevation gave. The results are

consistent with the theoretical rate of convergence for

subdivision and degree elevation algorithms, i.e., sub-

division converges faster than degree elevation [25,29].

In terms of the efficiency of the adaptive checks,

one could also estimate the additional cost by count-

ing the floating point operations (flops) required. Doing

the original uniform validity check requires to perform

1 × 4 = 4 box products at mesh vertices, 3 × 12 = 36

box products at the edges, and 6× 4 = 24 at the faces,

which is 64 box products in total. On the other hand,

the subdivision or degree elevation algorithm is essen-

1 Note that this criterion is different from the one being dis-
cussed in Section 3.3 and can be used only in such particular
cases that the element is in fact valid since it could eventually
stop. In other cases, the incremental criterion should be used.

tially calculating the weighted average of the 3rd-order

control points. Therefore, if only one step of adaptive

refinement is needed in addition to the uniform valid-

ity check calculation, the added computational cost is

9 flops for degree elevation and 12 flops for subdivision

algorithm, thus is non-substantial compared with what

the uniform check requires.

A test case that compares the performance of the

uniform validity check and the one with adaptive sub-

division was conducted on a test mesh with 60k curved

elements. Four repeated runs were done for both meth-

ods and the performance results in terms of mesh read-

ing, writing and validity check are given in Table 2 and

Table 3. A slight increase of computation time for the

adaptive validity check is observed from 14.0% of the

total time to 14.6%, which is relatively small and quite

acceptable.

4 Mesh Modification of Curved Mesh Entities

Automated adaptive finite element simulations using

unstructured 3D meshes rely on mesh adaptation to al-

ter the connectivity and/or the geometry of the mesh

dictated as by a mesh size field produced by a poste-

riori error estimation and correction indication proce-

dures [18,19]. An effective approach to obtain such an

adapted mesh with the desired element sizes is to ap-

ply local mesh modification operations to appropriate

groups of mesh entities referred to as mesh cavities [2,

19]. Specific mesh modification operations have been

designed and implemented to deal with curved mesh

entities.

4.1 Entity Geometry Modification Operations

A set of entity geometry modification operations have

been designed and implemented to work with curved

mesh elements. These operations only change element

shape and do not alter the mesh connectivity. Geometry

modification operation is required to increase geometric

approximation accuracy to the curved model domain

when element approximation order is increased. They

can also be of great value to eliminate mesh invalidity,

or improve mesh shape quality.

4.1.1 Mesh Curving Operation for Surface Entities

Classified on Model Boundaries

A mesh curving operation converts a linear straight-

sided mesh entity to a high-order curved entity by in-

troducing high-order nodes. For mesh entities classified

on curved model boundaries, those nodes are snapped
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Table 1 Numerical results of the fixed and adaptive validity checks on four test regions

Element min{det(J)} max{det(J)} min{P (3)
|i| } max{P (3)

|i| }
Region1 0.2809 12.7292 -0.4283 12.7292
Key entity M1

3 M0
2 M1

3 M0
2

Region2 0.5324e-3 2.4996 0.5324e-3 2.4996
Key entity M0

3 M0
0 M0

3 M0
0

Region3 36.0230 176.0338 -0.2049 176.0338
Key entity M1

3 M0
2 M1

3 M0
2

Region4 0.7574 13.5732 -0.1702 13.5732
Key entity M1

3 M0
0 M1

3 M0
0

Element min{P (3)
|i| } after sub.div. min{P (4)

|i| } ( 4th-order ) min{P (7)
|i| } ( 7th-order )

Region1 0.6952e-1 -0.1459 0.1755e-1
Region2 0.5324e-3 0.5324e-3 n/a
Region3 26.4814 15.6570 n/a
Region4 0.6762 0.7857e-4 n/a

Table 2 Timing results of non-adaptive validity check (units: sec)

Test1 Test2 Test3 Test4 Average Percentage
Read 2.298 2.318 2.311 2.297 2.306 27.6%
Check 1.156 1.185 1.165 1.164 1.167 14.0%
Write 4.844 4.881 4.787 4.958 4.867 58.4%

Table 3 Timing results of adaptive check with subdivision (units: sec)

Test1 Test2 Test3 Test4 Average Percentage
Read 2.282 2.287 2.271 2.275 2.278 27.1%
Check 1.232 1.229 1.237 1.221 1.229 14.6%
Write 4.979 4.895 4.829 4.919 4.905 58.3%

to the curved geometry to ensure geometric approxi-

mation accuracy. Dey et al presented a mesh curving

algorithm in [6], which interacts directly with the un-

derlying CAD modeling engine to obtain the proper ge-

ometric location of the high-order nodes on the model

boundaries based on parametric interrogations.

Only curving the boundary mesh entities may cause

self-intersecting mesh entities which leads to invalid el-

ements. In such occasions, interior mesh entities may

be selected to be curved to correct the invalidity. For

example in a 2D case shown in Fig 3, mesh edges M1
0

and M1
1 are curved to model edge G1

0. However ele-

ments M2
0 and M2

1 become invalid (Fig 3(b)). In this

case, the interior edges M1
2 and M1

3 must be reshaped

into a curved shape (Fig 3(c)) to ensure element va-

lidity since performing an edge swap will still yield an

invalid element and a collapse is not possible. Although

this case required the application of element reshaping,

there can be cases where applying a swap or collapse

operation can be preferred.

4.1.2 Entity Reshaping Operation for Interior Mesh

Entities

For a linear straight-sided element, the shapes of its

edges and faces are uniquely defined by the end ver-

tices. In this case one can only reshape a straight-sided

mesh entity by repositioning its end vertices. There

have been extensive efforts devoted to developing var-

ious algorithms for the vertex reposition or smoothing

operations [5,8,15,19]. For a high-order curved mesh,

the shape of the curved mesh edges and faces depend

not only on the position of the end vertices, but also

the high-order nodes associated with the mesh entities

or other entity shape parameters such as the control

polygon. The developed curved element reshaping al-

gorithm considers curved shape parameters in addition

to the vertices. It computes the shape quality as defined

in Equation 2 based on the calculation of qs and qc re-
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Fig. 3 Curving interior mesh edges to resolve the invalidity caused by curving boundary edges

spectively. The mean ratio shape measure [18] is used

to compute qs as defined in Equation 6.

qs =
15552× V 2

(
∑
l2i )

3 (i = 1, 2, ..., 6) (6)

The scaled Jacobian variation shape measure is used to

compute qc as defined in Equation 1. The calculated

qs and qc are used to compare with an application-

specified shape quality threshold qlimit (0.1 used in the

examples presented in this paper). The curved element

reshaping algorithm deals with the following cases:

Case 1: If qs < qlimit and qc > qlimit, in this case,

it indicates the straight-sided shape quality qs is not

acceptable. Thus a higher priority is given to improve

qs firstly for the current element. Such a tetrahedron

will be processed by the shape improvement algorithm

for straight-sided elements. Refer to [5,19] for details.

Case 2: If qs > qlimit and qc < qlimit, the straight-

sided shape component of this region qs is acceptable

to the application. Thus consideration is given to im-

proving the curved component of the shape quality qc.

The algorithm proceeds with the following 3 steps:

Step 1: Choose the candidate mesh entities to be

reshaped.

As being defined by Equation 1, qc can be improved

by increasing min{det(J)}. Therefore the candidate mesh

entities chosen to be reshaped are the ones directly as-

sociated with the control point that has the minimum

value of det(J). If the control point is associated with a

mesh vertex M0, then the edges connected to the ver-

tex are the candidate entities M0{M1}. If the control

point is associated with a mesh edge M1, this particu-

lar edge M1 is the candidate entity. If the control point

is associated with a mesh face M2, the bounding edges

of the mesh face are candidates M2{M1}.
Step 2: Determine the direction of motion.

Persson and Peraire proposed a curving procedure

that requires solving an auxiliary Lagrange solid me-

chanics problem for each element that has interior edges

that need to be curved [28]. Although it produces promis-

ing results, the cost of such a procedure is expensive for

large meshes. Nevertheless, since the reason for reshap-

ing interior edges is due to the fact that some other

Fig. 4 Example case of an edge reshaping operation in 2D
with one curved boundary edge M1

0 classified on geometric
model edge G1

0

mesh entities on the boundary are highly curved and

curving interior edge is the best option to ensure accept-

able element shape quality, the direction of motion can

be selected by taking into account the curved geometry

of the boundary entity. More specifically in this algo-

rithm, the direction of motion is determined to be along

the direction defined by the edge mid-points of the

curved boundary entity and its straight-edged counter-

part. As an example shown in Fig 4, the mesh edge M1
0

is classified on a curved model edge G1
0, and is curved

already. In order to improve the shape quality of the

triangular element, one interior edge M1
1 is curved as

well. The angle β is calculated based on the movement

of the edge mid-point of M1
0 : P ′P and the straight-sided

version of (M1
0 ), which represents the curving direction

of the boundary edge M1
0 . The direction of motion QQ′

for curving M1
1 is then determined such that it forms

the same angle β with the straight-sided edge M1
1 itself.

Note that if there are two curved boundary edges, the

direction of motion is taken to be the average of the

two direction vectors of the curved boundary edges.

Step 3: Search the interval of acceptable motion for

the local optimal location.

When reshaping the curved entity, the shape quality

of the neighboring elements changes and often becomes

lower. The limit of curving would be when the neigh-

boring element becomes invalid which happens when

the moving edge control point reaches the first prob-

lem plane, which is the first mesh face it will intersect
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with. Reference [17] gives the precise definition of the

first problem plane and its calculation with respect to

a vertex relocation operation. For the reshaping oper-

ation, the first problem plane is defined and calculated

in the same way for the edge to be curved. To avoid the

invalidity caused by intersecting with the first problem

plane, the interval of acceptable motion for the edge

control point is defined to be the non-intersection line

segment along the direction of motion from the original

location of the control point to the intersecting point

with the first problem plane. Given the interval of ac-

ceptable motion as the domain, the objective function

for the local optimal search is set to maximize the min-

imum shape quality among all the affected elements as

given in Equation 7.

maximize{Qsc(M3
i )∀M3

i ∈M3{M1
0 }} (7)

A golden section algorithm is adopted here to per-

form the search [5].

Case 3: If qs < qlimit and qc < qlimit, There is the pos-

sible case of both qs and qc are not acceptable. In such

a case, it is usually more effective to apply local mesh

modification operations to improve the shape quality,

thus this algorithm assigns higher priority to improv-

ing the straight-sided shape quality by applying possi-

ble local mesh modification operations such as collapse

and/or swap. References [18,19] give detailed discus-

sion of procedures used to improve the shape quality of

straight-sided elements. After improving qs to be over

the qlimit threshold, the algorithm then focuses on im-

proving qc by following the same steps of Case 2. Note

that such a priority is set also by taking into account

the cost-effectiveness since the explicit search algorithm

required in Step 3 of Case 2 is very computationally in-

tensive [5].

4.2 Curved Local Mesh Modification Operations

Local mesh modification operations that change the

connectivity of appropriate local mesh cavities have been

shown to be effective and efficient for mesh adaptation

procedures [18,19]. The specific local mesh modification

operations used in this work consist of three unit op-

erations: 1) splitting, 2) collapsing and 3) swapping, as

well as compound operations which combine the unit

operators in an ordered sequence.

Typically, A split operator works on edges with face

and region also possible in three dimensional cases. The

split operation inserts one or more new vertices on a tar-

get entity and subdivides the entity and the higher di-

mensional entities it bounds. In cases of edge/face split

operations, if the target mesh edge or face to be split is

a curved boundary entity that approximates the curved

geometric model boundary, the newly-created vertex is

placed on the model boundary [17,18]. The new edges

and faces will also be curved accordingly to conform

to the curved geometry [6,22]. There are also situa-

tions when splitting interior high-order curved mesh en-

tities is desired. In such cases, the interior entity can be

parametrized using the Bézier representation and split

in the parametric space.

An edge collapse operation eliminates a target edge

by collapsing one of the two end vertices into the other,

and the high dimensional entities being bounded by the

edge and vertices will be modified accordingly. Differ-

ent from the split operation, a collapse operation is not

always performable due to various constraints to en-

sure compatibility. In the context of high-order curved

meshes, collapsing a curved boundary edge should con-

sider the effect to the geometry approximation of model

domain it will introduce. The curved edge collapse oper-

ation can be viewed as appending a set of mesh curving

operations at the end of the straight-sided edge collapse

operation. More specifically, when a curved boundary

edge is to be collapsed, the topological modifications

made to the mesh cavity stay the same as if it were a

straight-sided mesh cavity. After obtaining a new cavity

after collapsing, all the boundary edges thatM0
1 bounds

will be processed and reshaped to conform to the model

boundary using steps of parametric interrogations. If in

some cases invalid self-intersecting elements are intro-

duced by the newly curved boundary edges, curving of

selected interior edges is necessary to correct the inva-

lidity.

Swap operations change the connectivity of a local
mesh cavity defined by all the regions that use the tar-

get entity (usually an edge or a face) Md
i {M3}, d = 1, 2.

Similar to the collapse operation, when swap operation

is to be performed on high-order curved mesh entities

classified on geometric model boundary, one must ad-

dress the new entity shapes after swapping to ensure

that the mesh geometry still properly approximates the

geometric model. Same as for collapse, selected interior

edges are curved accordingly if invalid self-intersecting

elements are introduced by the newly curved boundary

edges.

4.2.1 The Full Set of Operations

In the application of curved mesh adaptation proce-

dures, the curved local mesh modification operations

are heavily used to refine and/or coarsen the initial

mesh to conform to the desired mesh sizes. The entity

geometry modification operations play an important
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role in geometric approximation of the curved mesh

boundary. In the process of shape quality improvement,

often times, the two set of operations are combined to

be carried out in a desired sequence. For instance, when

curving an interior mesh entity to improve the element

shape quality, it is possible that the current mesh con-

figuration is such that there’s not enough space for the

entity to move in the desired direction of motion to

effectively increase the shape quality of the element.

In such a case, a collapse or swap operation is often

effective to create extra space for the curving to be ex-

ecuted. Another typical scenario is when a target el-

ement for shape improvement has too strict geomet-

ric and/or topological constraints. In such cases, split

operations are used to split the element into several

new elements that each has less constraint for the mesh

modification operations to carry out. Section 5.4 dis-

cusses the application of the full set of curved mesh

modification operations

5 Parallel Adaptive Simulation Loop

The work flow for an adaptive simulation starts with a

definition of the problem domain of interest. In computer-

aided design and engineering, the domain definition is

typically a solid model constructed in a CAD system

[7]. The analysis attributes (loads, boundary conditions,

material properties) are specified with respect to the

solid model. Initial mesh control attributes that guide

the mesh generation process can also be specified with

respect to the solid model [2]. Based on the meshing at-

tributes, an initial mesh is generated with the required

geometric approximation accuracy to the model. In the

case of parallel simulations, load balancing is performed

to maintain balanced distribution of workloads among

the multiple processes. The finite element analysis pro-

cedure computes the solution fields of interest. To adap-

tively improve solution accuracy, error estimation and

correction indication procedures are used to calculate a

mesh size field, which is used to drive the mesh adapta-

tion procedure to obtain an adapted mesh. After mesh

adaptation parallel dynamic load balancing is applied

and the finite element analysis procedure is performed,

and a new set of solution fields can be obtained with im-

proved resolution and accuracy [1]. The adaptive simu-

lation loop continues until the desired solution accuracy

is achieved as shown in Fig 5. Finally the results of the

solution fields can be post-processed and visualized. De-

tails of the individual steps are discussed in Section 5.1

through Section 5.4.

Fig. 5 The workflow for an adaptive simulation

5.1 Invalidity Correction for the Initial Curved Mesh

For problems with fixed domain geometry, the first stage

to carry out before performing the first finite element

analysis is to check the input mesh for element valid-

ity. The invalidity correction algorithm detects the in-

valid elements by using the validity check methods in-

troduced in Section 3. It chooses the proper local mesh

modification and element reshaping operations to cor-

rect the invalidity of the curved elements. Details of the

specific invalidity correction algorithm are discussed in

References [21,23].

5.2 Element Shape Quality Improvement

After obtaining a valid input mesh, this stage is carried

out to check for unsatisfactory element shape quality,

and if there is any, improve the shape quality by us-

ing proper local mesh modification operation such as

edge/face swap, and/or curved element reshape opera-

tions [19,21,23]. Details of the curved local mesh mod-

ification operation is presented in Section 4.2. Curved

element reshaping is discussed in Section 4.1.2. Given a

pre-defined element quality threshold Qth, the elements

whose shape quality Qsc is below Qth are collected into

a list and processed iteratively until either the list is

empty or no further local mesh modification operations

can be applied to improve the remaining elements in the

list. Note that since the reshaping operation for curved

elements is extremely demanding in terms of computa-

tion costs due to the explicit search procedure involved,

it is used at the end of the process should the swap oper-

ations fail to improve the curved element shape quality.

After obtaining a valid input mesh with properly curved

elements with and satisfactory shape quality, the finite

element analysis process can be performed.
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5.3 Parallel SPR Based Error Estimation

After a mesh is analyzed by the finite element proce-

dure, a posteriori error estimation is executed to cal-

culate the information used to compute the new mesh

sizes that are input to the mesh modification proce-

dures. A parallel error estimation procedure has been

developed based on the Super-convergent Patch Re-

covery (SPR) scheme [35,36]. In the error estimation

procedure, a C0 continuous gradient field is recovered

from the original C−1 discontinuous field, and the error

is defined as the difference between the recovered and

original fields.

A key step of the recovery of a given nodal degree

of freedom (associated with a mesh vertex, M0
i ) em-

ploys a local least-square fitting scheme over the patch

of elements (mesh regions {M0
i {M3}}) surrounding the

node (or the mesh vertex M0
i ). Therefore, the complete

field information of the nodal patch is required. In the

context of a parallel analysis based upon a distributed

mesh, some of the mesh vertices are located on mesh

partition boundaries. Consequently, the corresponding

nodal patch of such a vertex is distributed among sev-

eral mesh partitions, thus not complete within a local

part. In order to form a complete patch on a local mesh

part in a way that avoids extensive communication cost

between mesh parts, the parallel SPR based error es-

timator takes advantage of the ghosting functionality

supported by the Flexible distributed Mesh DataBase

(FMDB) [31], which creates one extra layer of ghost

mesh entities at the part boundary [26].

Data: Distributed Mesh M , Solution field data S
Result: Calculate the error field, elemental error

indicator and new desirable mesh size
1 Load the mesh and solution data, setup the nodal field

correctly;
2 Create one layer of ghost regions with bridge vertices;
3 Conduct the on-part SPR procedure on M and S;
4 Calculate the error field, elemental error indicator and

new desirable mesh size using Equations 8, 10 and 9;
5 Delete the ghost entities;

Algorithm 2: Parallel SPR Based Error Estima-

tion with Ghosting

Algorithm 2 gives the steps for the error estimation

procedure using ghosting. Step 1 loads the mesh and

attaches the finite element solution field data to the

specific mesh entities. The field data associated with

a corner node is attached to the corresponding mesh

vertex, and for higher order elements, the field data as-

sociated with an edge and/or a face node is attached

to the mesh edge/face. Step 2 creates one ghost layer

of mesh regions on part boundaries as well as the mesh

vertices, edges and faces that bound the ghost regions.

The field data attached to the mesh entities is also car-

ried along with the ghosts onto local processors so that

after the ghosting process is done, it is guaranteed that

each mesh vertex on any local part (including the ones

on part boundary) has a complete local patch of ele-

ments on the same mesh part. And the complete lo-

cal patch has all the field data information needed to

carry out the SPR procedure. Therefore no extra inter-

part communication is required to form the local nodal

patch. In Step 3, each local mesh part with the ghosted

mesh entities and field data is regarded as an indepen-

dent local mesh with no inter-processor communication

necessary. The SPR procedure recovers a C0 continuous

gradient field ε∗ based on the least-square fitting of the

discontinuous finite field at element integration points

over the complete nodal patch [34]. Step 4 calculates the

error field, elemental error indicator and desirable mesh

size. Since the exact solution ε is unknown, the error eε
can only be estimated. In the SPR based approach, the

recovered solution ε∗ is used to replace the exact solu-

tion. The approximated error field is computed under

certain norm. For instance, L2 norm is used to measure

the error field in Equation 8.

‖eε‖L2
≈ ‖e∗ε‖L2

=
∥∥ε∗ − εh∥∥

L2
(8)

After the error field computation, the elemental er-

ror indication is carried out by integrating of the error

over the element domain. The desirable mesh size is

calculated through an h-adaptive procedure based on

Equation 9 [34].

hnewe = hcurrente × re (9)

where hnewe and hcurrente denote the new and current

mesh sizes respectively. And the size scaling factor re
is computed based on the Equation 10 [34].

re = ‖eε‖
2

2p+d
e

η2‖ε∗‖2∑n
i=1 ‖eε‖

2d
2p+d

i

1
2p

(10)

where d and p are respectively the dimension and

polynomial order of elements in the part mesh. e is an

element in the mesh. The goal is to ensure the relative

percentage error in L2 norm of the error is below a given

limit.

With the aid of the ghost layers, there is no inter-

part communication required in Step 4. After the error

estimation procedure is completed, Step 5 deletes the

ghost entities that were created as part of Step 2. With

the application of ghosting, the overall communication

cost of the parallel error estimator can be reduced to

the one-time ghosting process in Step 2 as there is no

other form of inter-part communication required.
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5.4 Parallel Curved Mesh Adaptation with Mesh Size

Field

Given the current curved mesh and a desired mesh size

field (for instance computed by an error estimator such

as the SPR based procedure discussed in Section 5.3

the curved mesh adaptation procedure is carried out to

adapt the mesh using a set of parallel mesh modifica-

tion operations and element reshaping operations. The

parallel adaptation produces a distributed curved mesh

that satisfies the size field and preserves the geometric

approximation to the right order.

5.4.1 Parallel Mesh Modification Operations

The set of local mesh modification operations for curved

meshes discussed in Section 4.2 is executed in parallel.

The primary consideration in parallelizing those oper-

ations is to properly determine appropriate geometric

shapes for the new mesh entities created during those

operations among multiple mesh partitions. Technical

modifications are made to the parallel straight-sided

mesh modification operations [1,4,18].

In the case of splitting a curved mesh entity, any

newly created mesh entities on the curved geometric

model boundaries must be properly curved to the model

boundary to ensure the geometric approximation of the

resulting mesh is maintained [23]. In some cases, the

curving process changes the original mesh geometry as

shown in Fig 6, and it could possibly invalidate the

neighboring elements as shown in Fig 7. When splitting

a curved entity which is shared by multiple mesh parts

in parallel, the affected elements are on different mesh

parts as well. Therefore it is possible that curving the

new entities dictated by the decision of the owner copy

would cause the elements on the remote copy to become

invalid. For instance,M2
0 andM2

1 in Fig 7 happens to be

on two separate mesh parts P0 and P1 while the curved

edge to be split is on part boundary, the splitting and

curving decision made by M2
0 on P0 would invalidate

the new element M2
4 on the P1. In order to effectively

avoid such cases in parallel, the parallel curved split op-

eration requires that, if the target curved entity to be

split is shared by multiple mesh parts, all the affected

elements (which are the mesh regions that the target

entity bounds on all mesh parts) must be migrated to

a single mesh part. The parallel split operation is de-

scribed in Algorithm 3:

If any of the entities to be eliminated by a collapse

or swap operation is on a mesh partition boundary, the

local mesh cavity is distributed on more than one mesh

part. In this case, the entities of the cavity will be mi-

grated to a single mesh part first as in the straight edge

Fig. 6 Before (left) and after (right) splitting a quadratic
curved mesh edge on model edge. New mesh edges have been
properly curved [23]

Fig. 7 Curving new mesh edges after splitting could cause
invalid element as M2

4

Data: A quadratic curved edge shared by two mesh
parts

Result: Two quadratic edges after split
1 Determine the mesh regions that the target edge

bounds on each mesh part;
2 Migrate all the regions to a single mesh part to form a

complete cavity;
3 Split the curved edge into two new edges as is done in

a serial split operation;
4 Curve the new edges to the proper location;
5 Check if the curving process leads to invalid element,

if so, fix the invalidity by local mesh modification
and/or element reshaping operation;

Algorithm 3: Parallel split operation for a curved

edge on partition boundary

case [1,4]. In the curved mesh entity case the migration

process must also migrate the curved mesh entity shape

information. The idea of extending the edge swap oper-

ation to deal with parallel curved meshes is essentially

the same as for the edge collapse operator in the sense

that (i) geometric approximation accuracy needs to be

considered when curving newly created entities, and (ii)

curved entity migrations will be needed for the cases

that the cavity is across partition boundaries. The pro-

cess for parallel curved edge collapse or swap operations

is summarized as in Algorithm 4:

Fig 8 demonstrates a 2D example of a combination

of parallel curved edge swap operation. Note that the

collapse/swap operation is in essence local, the full cav-
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Fig. 8 A 2D example of parallel curved edge swap operation (a) an initial straight-sided 2D mesh, (b) the mesh is distributed
to two parts, (c) boundary mesh edges M1

0 ,M
1
1 ,M

1
2 are curved to the model edge G1

0, interior straight edge M1
3 is causing

element invalidity by intersecting with M1
2 (d) to fix the invalidity, M1

3 is to be swapped, so the distributed mesh entities are
migrated to form a local cavity on a single part, (e) M1

3 is swapped and the new edge M1
4 is created to be straight-sided (f)

to improve element shape quality, the interior edge M1
4 is curved

Data: Curved edge to be collapsed or swapped
Result: New mesh cavity after collapse or swap

operation
1 Determine if the operator is performable by topology

and geometry checks;
2 If the local mesh cavity is across part boundary,

migrate the entities to a single part by curved mesh
migration operations;

3 Perform topological modifications: collapse/swap the
target entity and modify the connectivity of the cavity;

4 Perform geometric modifications if the original cavity
has high-order curved entities. Properly curve the
newly created entities based on the geometric model
information or the mesh geometry;

Algorithm 4: Parallel curved collapse/swap op-

eration

ity of all the to-be-affected mesh regions is known before

applying the operation. There is no need to expand the

cavity during a single collapse/swap operation.

5.4.2 Parallel Curved Mesh Adaptation

The parallel curved mesh adaptation procedure consists

of three steps (see Algorithm 5): 1) coarsening, 2) iter-

ative refinement, and 3) shape quality improvement.

The coarsening process eliminates the mesh edges

that are shorter than the desired length specified by

the size field [19]. It is accomplished by performing en-

tity collapse operations on the identified short edges.

Serial (on-part) curved entity collapse operation are in-

troduced in [23]. Its parallelization is discussed in Sec-

tion 5.4.1. When collapsing curved mesh entities clas-

sified on curved geometric model boundary, it is neces-

sary to curve the new entities to conform to the bound-

ary after collapsing. Curving the new entity may lead

to intersection with another existing mesh entity which

Data: Initial curved mesh, geometry domain, and
mesh metric field

Result: Adapted curved mesh satisfying the metric
field

1 traverse mesh edges and determine the edges with
length shorter than Llow;

2 perform coarsening algorithm to those edges;
3 traverse mesh edges and determine the edges with

length longer than Lup;
4 perform iterative refinement algorithm to those edges;
5 traverse mesh regions and create a list of regions that

have shape quality Qsc < Qthreshold;
6 while there is still unprocessed region(s) in the list do
7 evaluate the best local mesh modification

operations applicable to improve the shape of the
region;

8 if no operation is applicable then
9 tag the region as processed;

10 end

11 end
12 create a list of of the regions still with quality

Qsc < Qthreshold;
13 perform entity shape improvement by mesh

modifications and element reshaping;

Algorithm 5: Overall algorithm of curved mesh

adaptation

causes element invalidity. To identify such cases, curved

mesh validity checks (refer to Section 3) are always ap-

plied after a collapse operation. Invalidity is then re-

solved by the invalidity correction algorithm [23,21] as

discussed in the previous stage of this section.

After coarsening, the iterative refinement algorithm

incrementally reduces the edge lengths that are longer

than the desired size field by as many iterations as

needed to satisfy the local mesh metric. Entity split

operations are applied to achieve the goal [19,23]. In

the case that curved entities are to be refined, the new
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entities should be curved properly as well. The shape of

the new entities are determined through parametric in-

terrogations to the CAD modeler [6] and/or by calcula-

tion in the parametric space using Bézier parametriza-

tion of curved tetrahedrons [10,23,21]. Edge length is

checked after each refinement iteration. Edge collapse

operations are performed to eliminate the shorter-than-

desired edges introduced by the refinement operations.

After iterative refinement, element shape quality im-

provement is carried out to control the overall quality

of the adapted mesh. It uses the proper combination of

the local mesh modification operations, primarily the

swap operation, and element reshaping operation as dis-

cussed in Section 5.2.

The adapted mesh is analyzed again by the finite

element solution procedure to obtain more accurate so-

lution field data. If the solution still does not reach the

desired accuracy, the adaptive loop continues with an-

other iteration of error estimation as discussed in Sec-

tion 5.3, mesh adaptation as discussed in Section 5.4,

and finite element solution procedure.

6 Parallel Adaptive Mesh Examples

The Advanced Computations Department (ACD) of

the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) is

developing a suite of high-order finite element proce-

dures (ACE3P) for accelerator simulations that have

demonstrated the ability to accurately model a variety

of accelerator problems [23,24]. The level of discretiza-

tion to obtain reliable predictions in ACE3P simula-

tions often requires meshes with upwards of hundreds

of millions of elements. To meet the requirements, the

Scientific Computation Research Center (SCOREC) at

RPI, in collaboration with Simmetrix Inc., is working

with SLAC on providing the full range of parallel curved

mesh generation and adaptation tools needed to work

with the ACE3P simulation tools.

Fig 9 gives an example of a distributed curved mesh

generated over a geometry of two linear accelerator cav-

ities. The largest application so far has been a parti-

tioned curved mesh of 180 million tetrahedral elements

generated on 64 processors in less than 12 minutes (not

counting I/O).

Fig 10 shows a small example of a parallel curved

mesh refinement process with an isotropic analytic size

field. The geometry is a linear accelerator cavity. The

mesh to be refined on the left is of a relatively coarse

global mesh size with finer mesh being generated locally

at regions of large curvature. The parallel refinement

focuses at the coarse mesh regions and brings the global

mesh to a finer size while keeping the locally refined

mesh regions unchanged.

Fig. 9 Overview and close-ups of a partitioned curved mesh
of linear accelerator cavities

Fig. 10 An example of parallel curved mesh refinement on
a four part mesh

Fig. 11 An example of curved mesh adaptation with an
anisotropic size field

Fig 11 gives an example of adapting an isotropic

initial curved mesh to an anisotropic analytic size field

representing a planar shock.

Fig 12 gives a set of pictures: (a) initial mesh of 8

parts, (b) solution field, (c) new size field and (d) 8-part

adapted mesh of a pillbox model. Figs 12(e) and (f) are

close-up views of the region where relatively small mesh

sizes are needed to get higher resolution and extensive

curved mesh refinement is applied. The initial mesh in

this case has 22k elements and the mesh after adapta-

tion has 106k elements. The wall clock time of mesh

adaptation for this 8-part mesh in parallel is 6.73 sec-

onds. The total time for the same adaptation process

in serial is 22.89 seconds. Both the serial and parallel

cases run on 2.3GHz Opteron processors.

Fig 13 shows an initial unadapted mesh with 32

mesh parts of the linear electron-positron collider model
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Fig. 12 Example of one iteration of the parallel adaptive
loop

Fig. 13 32-part initial mesh of the Tesla accelerator cavity
model with 178k elements

Fig. 14 Adapted 32-part mesh with 1.65 million elements

TESLA, which is based on 9-cell superconducting nio-

bium cavities. The initial unadapted mesh has about

178k elements in total. The high-order finite element

solver package Omega3P [16] is used to compute the

nominal dipole properties of the cavities. The impor-

tant requirements for computing the accelerating mode

frequency is that it has to be known to within 0.01%

of the designed value [27], and that the wall loss to be

calculated as accurately as possible for efficiency and

thermal management reasons [9].

The initial mesh of 178k elements with 32 parti-

tions is used to obtain a set of preliminary solution

fields. Based on the solution field data, the parallel ZZ-

SPR based error estimator and curved mesh adapta-

tion procedures are performed. Fig 14 shows an adapted

32-part mesh with 1.65 million elements. The adapted

mesh is used as input for Omega3P to re-run the finite

element computation and get more accurate solution

fields. The adaptive loop iterations continue until the

eigenvalue solution converges within the 0.01% toler-

ance. Fig 15 shows the computed solution of electric

field of Omega3P analysis on an adapted mesh with

5.14 million elements. Table 4 shows the series of eigen-

value solutions from the adaptive loop iterations that

start from less than 200k degrees of freedom (DOFs)

to more than 33 million DOFs. As a comparison with

the error-based adaptation loop, another series of uni-

formly refined meshes are studied for the same problem.

Solutions are obtained and listed in Table 5.

Fig 16 shows the convergence plot of the eigenvalue

solution data obtained by error-based adaptation loops

(AMR) as given in Table 4 and uniform refinement

meshes (UMR) as given in Table 5 respectively. One

can clearly observe that the solution converges much

faster with many fewer DOFs using the error-based

mesh adaptation procedure. For example the adapted
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Fig. 15 Solution field on the 32-part mesh

Table 4 Solutions obtained by error based mesh adaptation

No. Elems No. DOFs Eigenvalue (e+09) Rel Error
178k 191k 1.29377 n/a
429k 468k 1.29214 0.126%
755k 834k 1.29146 0.053%
1.65m 1.84m 1.29108 0.029%
5.14m 5.82m 1.29088 0.015%
29.1m 33.4m 1.29084 0.003%

Table 5 Solutions obtained by uniformly refined meshes

No. of elements No. of DOFs Eigenvalue (e+09)
178k 191k 1.29377
1.42m 1.69m 1.29142
11.4m 13.4m 1.29090

Table 6 Cost of the adaptive loop steps. Unit:(seconds)

No. Elems No. Procs Analysis Time Adaptation Time
178k 32 31 10
429k 32 133 27
755k 32 367 65
1.65m 32 839 163
5.14m 32 3155 252
29.1m 256 4017 n/a

mesh of 1.65m elements gives the same relative error as

a uniformly refined mesh of 11.4m elements.

The total wall clock time for analyzing and adapt-

ing the meshes from 178k elements to 29.1m elements

is given in Table 6. The analysis and adaptation steps

are carried out on the Cray XE6 supercomputer Hop-

per at the National Energy Research Scientific Comput-

ing Center (NERSC). Note that the final 29.1-million-

element mesh is obtained by repartitioning the 32-part

5.14m mesh to 256 parts and adapting the 256-part

mesh. The 252 seconds given in Table 6 is the time for

the actual adaptation process with 256 processors.

Fig. 16 Convergence of the solution under error-based adap-
tation and uniform refinement

7 Closing Remarks

A curved mesh adaptation procedure designed to op-

erate on massively parallel computers was presented.

The core of the procedure are two classes of mesh mod-

ification: entity geometry modification and local mesh

modification for curved meshes. For the entity geome-

try modification, curved entity reshape operations that

explicitly resolve element invalidity and improve the

shape quality of curved elements are presented. The

local mesh modification operations for curved meshes

were extended from the operations for straight-sided

meshes with additional consideration and treatment of

curve boundary entities and selected curved interior en-

tities. The parallel curved mesh adaptation technique

is being used to support the automated adaptive accel-

erator simulations at SLAC National Accelerator Lab-

oratory.
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